
Chef’s Table
Capacity up to 12 people

Set away in its own large enclave, it boasts a lounge area to relax in
before, during & after dining. Guests have their own private space in the perfect 
setting; relaxed, private and high end. When ready to dine guests will feast at our 
bespoke 4m concrete table in full view of our Chefs bringing their creations to life. 
The room also has a beautiful street art mural from local artist, celebrating our place 
in the world, past, present, future. A full moon illuminating an historic potteries 
silhouetted scene, the northern lights supporting our location towards the north and 
the beacons of light for a brighter future in our historic city. 



The Botanic Garden is the perfect space for guests to have their own private,
intimate, low lit cocktail lounge hidden behind a secret door.
The Botanic Garden is a speakeasy style cocktail lounge inspired by Erasmus Darwin
and his infamous book, 'The Botanic Garden'. Amongst his many achievements,
Darwin was a founding Father of the Lunar Society, business partner to Josiah
Wedgwood and Grandfather of Charles Darwin

Capacity up to 25 people, for drinks only

Botanic Garden



Capacity up to 14 people

A large dining table of up to 14 guests divided from the main restaurant for
privacy but open enough to enjoy the atmosphere and beautiful decor that
the restaurant offers. Inspired by Joseph Priestley, founding father of the Lunar
society who amongst many achievements discovered Oxygen and Carbonated
Water. We felt it only too fitting for us to dedicate a room to Priestley, so near to
The Lunar Bar which has bubbles a plenty and where we pay homage to his
discoveries and serve our guests the finest, creative drinks offerings we can in true
Lunar style.

Bubble Room



Our largest most versatile space, sectioned off from the rest of the restaurant 
& utilised in many ways; from Presentations for up to 40 guests with canapés, 
to a film screening theatre style for 40, traditional dining layouts for large 
groups or banquet style tables. Every distinguished home in the 18th Century 
would most likely feature a Parlour room. Paying homage to the past, celebrating 
the present and future we wanted to bring all of this together with our own Parlour 
Room where we welcome our  guests to dine with us in a modern setting with local 
art & sculptures adorning our walls, it even has its own secret bookcase.

The Parlour
Capacity up to 40 people




